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Abstract—In view of the deficiencies in the studies of the multi-media 
teaching resource management method and resource management evaluation 
model, a multi-media teaching resource management evaluation model in the 
big data environment is proposed in this paper based on the existing work. The 
teaching resource management evaluation method of the proposed model is fur-
ther studied based on the elaboration of the component elements of the model. 
Guided by the multimedia teaching resource management evaluation model, the 
construction method for the multimedia teaching resource management evalua-
tion model is studied in the open big data environment. And the multimedia re-
mote teaching data of 360 encyclopedia and news web pages are used as the ba-
sis for experimental verification. The results show that the proposed model and 
method can effectively evaluate the multimedia teaching resource management. 
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1 Introduction 

The information society has entered the era of big data. Various types of applica-
tions in the multimedia teaching are emerging in an endless stream. Multimedia teach-
ing behavior is increasingly driven by intensive resource management [1]. Resource 
management is the basis of human intelligence activities. For the computer to use the 
multimedia teaching resource management, the resource management needs to be 
structured, so that the computer can have sufficient teaching resources to perform 
reasoning and calculation [2-3]. Hence the system based on resource management can 
have intelligence. The traditional teaching resource management is shown mainly in 
the form of face to face teaching. These traditional teaching resources contain only 
the basic teaching information [4], making it difficult to provide intensive resource 
management support for in-depth processing of texts. Subsequently, the concept of 
ontology was introduced into the field of artificial intelligence, which was then ex-
panded, studied in the field of information science, and used as resource management 
evaluation model to carry the teaching resources. Early ontology construction was 
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time-consuming and labor-intensive. The resource management structure was rela-
tively single, lack of expansion mechanism, and difficult to update dynamically [5]. 
Later, although ontology was improved in the construction process and resource man-
agement structure, it was still static with weak scalability in general and could hardly 
adapt to the real-time requirements of depth information processing for the resource 
management in the era of big data [6]. 

In recent years, the construction method for multimedia teaching resource man-
agement model has been widely recognized. In particular, with the full implementa-
tion of Linking Open Data and other projects, there is a surge in the number of multi-
media teaching resources. In this context, the multimedia teaching resource manage-
ment evaluation model in the big data environment has gradually shown its value [7]. 
In view of the deficiencies in the studies of multimedia teaching resource construction 
method and resource management evaluation model at present, a multi-media teach-
ing resource management evaluation model is first proposed in this paper based on the 
ontology and hypergraph theory [8-10]. Guided by the model, the construction meth-
od for the multimedia teaching resource management evaluation model is studied in 
the open big data environment. And the multimedia remote teaching data of 360 en-
cyclopedia and news web pages are used as the basis for experimental verification. 
The results show that the proposed model and method can effectively evaluate the 
multimedia teaching resource management. 

2 Related Word 

To overcome the deficiencies of the traditional model construction, multimedia 
teaching resources based on the big data have been widely accepted and applied, 
which mainly extract the concepts and examples automatically from multimedia 
teaching online encyclopedia data to expand the scale of resource management data-
base. In addition, search engine companies at home and abroad have also constructed 
resource management maps based on the big data environment, such as Google's 
Knowledge Graph, Microsoft's Probase, Baidu's Zhixin, Sogou’s Zhilifang, etc. 
Among them, Microsoft's Probase automatically constructed an ontology resource 
management database consisting more than 2.6 million concepts and 10 million level 
instances mainly through iterative learning and analysis on over 1.6 billion web pages 
and query logs of Bing search engine for about two years. In addition, Google's 
Knowledge Graph multilingual version is expanded based on the Freebase resource 
management database. Currently, the resource management system contains more 
than 500 million entries, and over ten billion factual relations between different ob-
jects. 

In general, there are relatively more studies on the information extraction for vari-
ous teaching resources in the current big data environment, but relatively few studies 
on how to combine these data with the multimedia teaching resource management 
evaluation model effectively. In addition, some of the large-scale multimedia teaching 
resources constructed are for internal applications only. The interface and related 
technologies are not open. Combined with the related studies, it is proposed in this 
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paper that teaching resource management problem with n-ary relations should be 
solved from the model level using the big data for the resource management evalua-
tion model. Meanwhile, the computing problem is raised to the model level. Open and 
computable multimedia teaching resource management evaluation can be constructed 
through computing operators implementing various kinds of computations. 

3 Multimedia Teaching Resource Management Analysis 

3.1 Multimedia Teaching Resource Management 

In this paper, the multimedia teaching resource management in the big data envi-
ronment is studied. It is a set composed of the resource management nodes and the 
resource management correlations, in which the resource management nodes general-
ly represent the storage units of the resource management units consisting of concepts 
or objects. Resource management correlation can be divided into internal correlation 
and external correlation. The internal correlation constitutes the resource management 
individuals, showing the connotation connection of the resource management. The 
external correlation is the extension connection between the resource management 
individuals, which constitute various link relations of the multimedia teaching re-
source management. The multimedia teaching resource management has large scale, 
complicated connection and heterogeneous resource management nodes. It is difficult 
to fully describe the resource management characteristics in the multimedia teaching 
world by the general binary multimedia teaching diagram. Therefore, it can be re-
ferred to as super multimedia teaching. In this paper, a resource management evalua-
tion model in the big data environment is proposed: DKN= ( )V ,E,A,Val,F,G,O . 

Resource management node V and resource management correlation E . 
{ }1 2 nV v ,v , ,v= ! , iv stands for a simple or complex thing or concept, which is com-

posed of cognitively independent resource management elements. { }1 2 mE e ,e , ,e= ! , 
where the hyperedge ie stands for a simple or complex resource management correla-
tion, which is the correlation relationship between the resource management nodes. 
Hyperedge can be divided into directed and undirected hyperedge. The directed hy-
peredge ( ) ( )i i ie r , != is a sequence pairs, ir is a set of the input variables in ie . i! is 

a set of the output variables in ie . The undirected hyperedge ( )1 2i ke v ,v , ,v= ! is a set 
of multivariate undirected edges. 

Attribute A , attribute value setVal , and attribute value mapping function F . 
A= AV ! AE , which is a non-empty finite set of the resource management nodes and 

resource management correlation attributes, where AV is the resource management 

node attribute set, AE is the resource management correlation attribute set. 

Val =ValV !ValE , which is the range set of the resource management node attributes 
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and resource management correlation attributes. F = FV ! FE , which is the attribute 
value mapping function set on the resource management nodes and resource man-
agement correlations, where FV :V ! AV "ValV , FE : E ! AE "ValE . 

Resource management mapping functionG .   G = g g v( ) = e{ } , which is the 

correlation function set on the resource management nodeV , indicating different 
types of correlation between the objects. Various resource management nodes in the 
multimedia teaching resource management evaluation are composed of a structured 
multimedia teaching resource management system in accordance with the required 
factors, levels, structures and functions, etc. The structured process requires linking 
the resource management nodes through resource management correlation mapping. 

Computation operatorO . O stands for the computation operator set. The compu-
tation operators mainly complete various computing operations for the multimedia 
teaching resource management. An operator acts on an input to achieve the mapping 
from one multimedia teaching resource management space to another multimedia 
teaching resource management space (or itself). Figure 1 shows the computation op-
erator model based on the external information input. 

               O(H,!) Output

New structure H´
Input

New information I  
Fig. 1.  Computation operator model 

The computation operator model based on the external information input can be 
expressed as: H' !O H ,i( ) I , in which, O H ,i( ) is the computation operator, I is the 

new input information, H is the existing multimedia teaching resource management 
diagram or diagram structure, 

'H is the new multimedia teaching resource manage-
ment diagram or sub diagram structure output after the operator computation. The 
output new structure H' is the result generated by inputting the external infor-
mation I on the existing structure H after the computation of operatorO H ,i( ) . Table 

1 provides some common operator examples for multimedia teaching resource man-
agement evaluation. 

Table 1.  Common operator examples for multimedia teaching resource management evaluati-
on 

Operator name Formal description Meaning explanation 
Node addition add_vertex(vi,Ej) Node addition 
Attribute clustering lustering(V,A) The clustering based on attribute 
Solve the hyper-path between 
two nodes 

path(vi,vj,h) The possible hyper-path between the nodes 

Solve the shortest hyper-path 
between two nodes 

hort_path(vi,vj,h) The shortest path between the nodes 

Calculate the number of paths calculate_path(vi,vj) The possible number of paths between the nodes 
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3.2 Definition of Multimedia Teaching Resource Management Evaluation 

The multimedia teaching resource management evaluation model studied in this 
paper is a multimedia teaching model defined by hypergraph. Therefore, such multi-
media teaching resource management evaluation is mainly shown in the teaching 
resource management evaluation for the nodes and edges in the hypergraph. To 
achieve structural representation of the teaching resources in the multimedia teaching 
resource management evaluation, the teaching resource management evaluation struc-
ture is provided in the multimedia teaching resource management evaluation model. 

Representation of the nodes. Node represents a simple or complex object or con-
cept. For the ambiguity in natural language that one evaluation may express a number 
of different concepts, the nodes we defined mainly include two categories: monose-
mous nodes and polysemous nodes. 

( ) [ ]{ }1 nNode Node Id ,Node Title ,Meaning Number, Node ,Node= ! ! !
, 

In which, when 1Meaning Numder! = , the node is a monosemous 

node, ( ){ }Node Node Id ,Node Title= ! ! ; otherwise, the node is a polysemous node, 

Meaning Numder n! = , ( ){ }i i iNode Node Id ,Node Title= ! ! . 
Example 1. Monosemous term node. 

The People 's Republic of China 
= ( ){ }1279256Node Node ID ,Node Title The People ' s Republic of China= ! = ! = .. 

Example 2. Polysemous term node. 
Faye Wong 

= ( ){ 1279256 Faye WongNode ID ,Node Title  ! = ! =
,6,

( )3286932 1 Queen of pop musicNode ID ,Node Title  ! = ! ! = ,
Node! ID = 3286932! 2,Node!Title = Deputy secretary of  the Guangyuan municipal Party committee( ) ,

( ) }3286932 3 Professor at Datong UniversityNode ID ,Node Title ,! = ! ! = !  
Representation of the edges. Edge stands for the correlation relationship between 

concept nodes. These relationships mainly include the binary relations and the n-ary 
relations. The relations can be directed or undirected. Generally there are three basic 
types of edges: 

1.  Identical correlation edge, which is mainly manifested as the inheritance between 
concept nodes. The equivalence of nodes is the special case of identical correlation. 

2. Subordinate correlation edge, which is mainly manifested as the attribute relations, 
classification relations and inclusion relations, etc. between resource management 
nodes; 

3. Relevance correlation edge, which is outside the identical and subordinate correla-
tion edges. There is interaction correlation between concept nodes, which is mainly 
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manifested as various relations of family, work, etc. It allows the concept nodes to 
form correlation multimedia teaching in the horizontal direction. 

( ){
( )}

1

n n n

Eage E Type,E Direction,E Intensity , ,

E Type ,E Direction ,E Intensity

= ! ! !

! ! !

!
, 

In which, E !Type stands for the type of edge. According to different types of 
edges, edge mapping function is used for processing. E !Direction indicates that the 
edge is directed or undirected. E ! Intensity stands for the edge strength, which value 
is given by custom definition or relation strength calculation. For example, the attrib-
ute edge of concept node: 

E !Type1 = name{ = Attribute,type =Value Object ,Value

attribute! name;attribute!Value( )Object attribute! name;Node! Id( )}
 

Direction1 type = direction{ } ; E ! Intensity1 value = user ! defined{ } . 

4 Construction of Multimedia Teaching Resource Management 
Evaluation Model  

4.1 Model Construction Method 

The concept and its attributes and relationships are the semantic basis for con-
structing the multimedia teaching resource management evaluation. In this paper, the 
attribute of concept is treated as a kind of specific relationship. Therefore, the con-
struction of multimedia teaching resource management evaluation mainly faces two 
issues: the correlations between concept node extractions, which are introduced in the 
following section. 

Concept node is the main element of multimedia teaching resource management 
evaluation and the carrier of resource management. The extraction of concept node 
mainly starts with two kinds of data resources: online multimedia teaching encyclo-
pedia and other web page resources. 

Extraction of concept nodes in the online multimedia teaching encyclopedia. 
In the online multimedia teaching encyclopedia, the extraction of concept nodes is 
relatively simple. The entries in the encyclopedia are refined and edited at the time of 
their creation to stand for certain meaning. Therefore, it can usually be regarded as a 
concept. And each entry has a corresponding explanation page. Hence, the extraction 
of concept nodes mainly starts with the entry name with explanation page; at the same 
time, monosemous nodes and polysemous nodes need to be distinguished. The meth-
ods for extracting concept nodes in different online multimedia teaching encyclopedia 
are different. Studies show that there are mainly two processing methods for polyse-
mous concepts in the current main open multimedia teaching encyclopedia: one has 
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specialized disambiguation page, such as Wikipedia and Baidu Encyclopedia, etc. The 
other does not have special disambiguation page, but there is special polysemous term 
tag added at the head of the explanation page for distinction, such as the Interactive 
Encyclopedia and 360 Encyclopedia, etc. No matter which processing method is 
adopted, the final extraction results can be mapped to the node representation method 
described above by downloading and packaging the corpus data (Wikipedia) or web 
page source data (Baidu Encyclopedia, etc.), and then parsing and processing. 

Extraction of concept nodes in the other web resources. The conceptual nodes 
in the multimedia teaching resource management evaluation are mainly extracted 
from the online multimedia teaching encyclopedia; while for other web resources, 
some unexpected topics or event news web pages related to the practical applications 
are considered. Some concept nodes extracted from these news web pages already 
exist in the multimedia teaching encyclopedia, and those not existing can be supple-
mented to the multimedia teaching resource management evaluation to jointly provide 
teaching resource support for practical applications. In this paper, the concept node 
extraction method based on the combination of improved mutual information and 
information entropy is proposed according to the features of these new web pages. 

In the statistical language model, mutual information can be used to quantify the 
closeness of correlation between strings. If a string set is a complete synthetic word, 
each component of the synthetic word has relatively high correlation coefficient, and 
the coefficient is the calculated mutual information value. Let the string set 
be 1 2 iS t t t= ! , in which S stands for a certain segment of the string set after being 
split, it stands for a sequence in the string set S after the face-to-face mechanical seg-
mentation. SMI is used to represent the mutual information value between various 
sequences in the S . The mutual information has a number of computational expres-
sions. In this paper, the simplified mutual information expression is adopted. 

( )
( ) ( )

( )

( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( )

1 2
1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2
1 2

1

1 1
i

i i
S

i i i i
i ii i

i

f t t tP t t t f t t tLMI
P t P t t t f t f t t tf t f t t t

L L

= ! =
" ""# ##

!! !
! !!

, (1) 

In which, ( )P . stands for the probability, ( )f . stands for the frequency, L stands 
for the total number of sequences. The greater the SMI , the closer the correlation 
between 1 2 it t t! , and the more likely S being a complete synthetic word. For a given 
threshold ! , if SMI !" , S can be used as a candidate synthetic word. 

Experiments show that the traditional mutual information calculation method is 
relatively more suitable for calculating the closeness between 2-gram. For the calcula-
tion of more than 2-gram, the calculation result of equation (1) is not good because in 
the synthetic word composed of polywords, the mutual information calculated value 
is weakened by the frequency of the occurrence of a single word in it. Hence it is 
necessary to properly compensate for the calculated value of the polyword terms. In 
this paper, it is proposed that the compensation value iN  (where i stands for the num-
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ber of synthetic words in S ) should be added based on the original calculation 
of SMI . The calculation formula for the synthetic word mutual information of poly-
words after improvement is as follows. 

 ( )
( ) ( )

1 2

1 2

i
S i

i i
i

f t t t
MI N

f t f t t t
! "

#$
!

!
, (2) 

iN stands for the parameter related to the number of sequences in the synthetic 
word. Based on experimental verification, compensation value 1iN i bi= is set in this 
paper. The results show that the method of adding the compensation value can greatly 
improve the recall of synthetic words in the Chinese domain with polywords. 

In information theory, information entropy is a measure of uncertain information. 
In this paper, information entropy is used to evaluate whether a string is a complete 
word. The principle is that if a string forms a complete word, it is independent of the 
context where it is located, that is, the greater the changes in its left and right nearest 
neighborhood, the greater the left and right information entropy. Let any 
string 1 2 iS t t t= ! , 1t is referred to as the left nearest neighbor of 2t , and 2t is the right 
nearest neighbor of 1t . If a string is a word, it will appear a number of times in the 
text, and its left and right nearest neighbors are often changing, i.e., it exists inde-
pendently of its left and right nearest neighbors. In this paper, information entropy is 
used to calculate the left and right nearest neighbors of the strings. The information 
entropy can be divided into left information entropy and right information entropy. 
Let the string be S , L be the left nearest neighbor set of S , R be the right nearest 
neighbor set of S , then the calculation expression for the left information entro-
py ( )lH S of S is as follows: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )1 1l
L

H S P S b P S
!

! !
"

=# , (3) 

In which, ( ) ( ) ( )
L

P S f S f S
!

" " !
#

$ % stands for the probability of the occurrence 

of! in L , ( )f S! stands for the frequency of the occurrence of! . The right depend-

ent ( )rH S expression of S is as follows: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )1 1r
R

H S P S b P S
!

! !
"

=#  (4) 

For a given threshold t , if ( )lH S t!  and ( )rH S t! , S is considered as a complete 
synthetic word. 

In the big data context, concepts in the specific fields of big data environment 
emerge in an endless stream. Sometimes it is difficult to achieve full coverage and 
rapid resource management update even in online multi-media encyclopedia. Based 
on the acquisition of a large number of news text corpus, the concept node extraction 
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method that combines mutual information and information entropy can quickly and 
accurately extract the concept words in news corpus, as effective supplement to the 
multimedia teaching encyclopedia extraction results. 

The correlation relation reflects the connotation and extension resource manage-
ment of the concept node, which is the presenter of resource management. In the ex-
traction of correlation relationships, mainly two types of extraction methods are con-
sidered: deterministic relationship extraction and fuzzy relationship extraction. The 
deterministic relationship mainly refers to the relationship type that can be clearly 
expressed, such as the synonymous relationship, attribute relationship, family rela-
tionship, geographic location, organizational affiliation, working relationship, etc. For 
online multimedia teaching encyclopedia, information is organized according to a 
predefined set of structures. Therefore, when correlation relationships are extracted, 
some structured information organization methods can be fully used. ! Extraction of 
synonymous relationship: The redirection page in the encyclopedia corpus does not 
contain the specific explanation content, but only points to the explanation page with 
the same topic as the current page through the redirect link. This is different teaching 
resource management for the same concept. The extraction of synonymous relation-
ship can be implemented through the analysis of redirect page; " Extraction of attrib-
ute relationship: Multimedia teaching encyclopedia uses the information box as a kind 
of concept node attribute organization method. By analyzing the page information 
box combined with some simple rules, the attribute relationship of partial concept 
nodes can be extracted; # Extraction of open classification relationship: In the con-
cept node content explanation page, some lexical tags are usually used to classify the 
concept. We refer to such relationship as open classification relationship, which is 
represented by undirected hyperedge as a set. 

In addition, the extraction of deterministic relationship can also be achieved 
through some specific language patterns, such as the extraction of synonymous rela-
tionship using "Alias", "Original name", "Short name", etc. The attribute relationship 
of the "Date of birth" can be extracted using "Born in", "Born", "Birth" and other 
adjacent date information. And the attribute relationship of the "Birthplace" can be 
extracted using the adjacent geographical location information. These language tem-
plates can act on the text content of the encyclopedia entry, and can also act on the 
news page corpus, so as to achieve the extraction of partial deterministic relationship. 

The fuzzy relationship mainly refers to the type of relationship between concept 
nodes which is difficult to define. But there are certain links between them, and the 
degree of correlation can be very close. It is usually manifested in the co-occurrence 
relationship in the texts. For example, there is a large amount of internal link infor-
mation in the content page of encyclopedia entries. Such link information shows cer-
tain strength of correlation relationship existing between the concept nodes. For such 
relation processing, we mainly calculate the co-occurrence frequency to obtain the 
numerical intensity representation of the correlation relationship. For the internal link 
concept nodes in the encyclopedia, the strength of co-occurrence is calculated based 
on the frequency of appearance of other nodes with page as the unit, so as to obtain 
the correlation strength between the concept nodes explained in this page and the 
other nodes. In addition, this kind of correlation is directional, i.e., the correlation 
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strength of "Beijing Forbidden City ! Qing Dynasty" and "Qing Dynasty ! Beijing 
Forbidden City" may not be the same, and the strength values are calculated from the 
respective content pages. For the concept nodes that appear in the news web pages, 
sentence is used as the co-occurrence unit to calculate the mutual information value 
between nodes, so as to obtain the value of correlation strength. The final correlation 
strength value between concept nodes is obtained by weighting the two numerical 
values obtained from the encyclopedic text and the news corpus. And the correlation 
strength between some concept nodes may not be high. However, as the occurrence of 
some events show very strong correlation, this is the resource management infor-
mation required for practical application, which also shows the rationality of the cal-
culation method. 

4.2 Experiment 

In this paper, Chinese 360 encyclopedia and the news report web pages of "2013 
Syria’s chemical weapon crisis" are selected as the experimental data set to carry out 
the experiment on constructing multimedia teaching resource management evaluation. 

Chinese 360 encyclopedia information processing. 360 encyclopedia is a multi-
media teaching encyclopedia launched in January 2013. As of the end of 2013, 
5,732,582 web page source files had been crawled with the total size of about 100GB. 
And the extraction process is as follows: 

4. Processing of polysemous nodes. There is no specific page for disambiguation in 
360 encyclopedia, and polysemous node content is included in the same interpreta-
tion page, with clear tags for distinction. The unified expression of polysemous 
term is extracted from the web page source code, such as the "Forbidden City"; it is 
convenient to extract the entries with different meaning from the polysemous node 
in the source code, such as "Beijing Forbidden City", "Nanjing Forbidden City" 
and so on. Through analysis and processing, the text expression of concept node 
can be obtained. After the above processing, the final size of the concept nodes ob-
tained is 5,813,824 nodes. 

5. Processing of other information. Web page source codes have contained the entry 
summary information. The contents mainly include the definition and interpreta-
tion of the entry, etc. The synonymous relations, location relations and other re-
source management can be extracted through the language template. For example, 
"Taipei Forbidden City, formerly known as Zhongshan Museum, also known as 
National Palace Museum, located in Waishuangshi, Shilin District, Taipei City, 
Taiwan Province”. The web page source code contains the attribute information of 
the entry and is presented in the form of an information box. Through analysis and 
processing, attribute relationship of the concept node can be obtained. The web 
page source code contains the description of the entry main body, and various 
types of relationship information of the concept nodes can be extracted by pattern 
clustering. Web page source tag contains open classification description infor-
mation of the entry, and the open classification relationship of concept node can be 
obtained through analysis and processing. Through the above processing, the final 
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scale of correlation relationship can be obtained as 19,995,579 relations, among 
which there are 2,514,567 undirected hyperedges. 

News report web page information processing. There are a total of 1,980 news 
pages on "Syria’s chemical weapon crisis in 2013", with the document size of about 
10MB.  

1. Processing of concept nodes: By the concept node extraction method based on the 
combination of improved mutual information and information entropy, the size of 
concept node finally obtained is 1,082 nodes.  

2. Processing of correlation relationship: The news corpus mainly reflects the co-
occurrence relationship between concept nodes, and the size of the co-occurrence 
relationship finally obtained is 57,625 relations. 

We construct the multimedia teaching resource management evaluation mainly on 
the information in 360 encyclopedia, and supplement it with the information extracted 
from the news report web pages, including 465 overlapped concept nodes and 26,829 
overlapped relationships. The final scale of the multimedia teaching resource man-
agement evaluation nodes reaches 5,814,441 nodes, and the scale of correlation rela-
tionship reaches 20,026,375 relations. Figure 2 shows the teaching resource fragment 
diagram of the completed multimedia teaching resource management evaluation. 

 
Fig. 2. Teaching resource fragment in the multimedia teaching resource management evalua-

tion  
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4.3 Experiment Analysis 

In this paper, multimedia teaching resource management evaluation is constructed 
mainly based on Chinese data resources. The construction cost is small, the scale is 
relatively large, and the accuracy of resource management extracted is relatively high. 
Among them, the extraction of resource management for encyclopedia data has rela-
tively high level of data structure. The extracted resource management is more target-
ed. And the accuracy rate is above 99% no matter in the concept node or deterministic 
relation extraction. In the extraction of ambiguous relationship, the relationship itself 
is used to handle the uncertainty of information, and its accuracy is mainly reflected 
in the accuracy of the concept node itself and therefore has relatively high degree of 
accuracy. In general, the multimedia teaching resource management evaluation re-
source management constructed in this paper has wide coverage, complex and diver-
sified correlation relationships. The structure is open and flexible with very strong 
extensibility. It is application oriented and the resource management has timeliness. 
At the same time, the multimedia teaching resource management evaluation model 
based on hypergraph theory can handle uncertain and inaccurate information with 
relatively strong computability. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, multimedia teaching resource management evaluation model in the 
big data environment is proposed. The theoretical elements of the model and the eval-
uation method of the teaching resource management are expounded. Guided by the 
model and combined with the existing technologies, the construction method for the 
multimedia teaching resource management evaluation in the big data environment 
with open big data is studied. In addition, 360 encyclopedia and news corpus are used 
as teaching resources to construct the multimedia teaching resource management 
evaluation in the experiment. 
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